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What To Do If A Lapse Turns Into A Relapse
What did they say?
Well, it’s great that you’ve been able to control your
drinking over the past few weeks. As I’ve said before,
it’s a much more difficult goal for people to pursue, and
the fact that you’ve been able to successfully control
your drinking, I’m very impressed about that.
I’m pleased too. I only came back to tell you that
everything is going well. I suppose we won’t meet
anymore.
Yes, I’m glad you brought that up. But when we were
working out the agenda, I’d mentioned to you there are
a few things that I would like to discuss with you which
would be helpful for you, so would that be alright?
Ok, if you want.
Ok. As I mentioned before, it’s great that you’ve been
able to control your drinking until now, but we both
need to be mindful of the fact that with regards to
problems like these, there may be difficulties in the
future that you may face. I know you’ve told me that
you’re very determined to control your drinking and the
likelihood is that you may not face such difficulties even
more, but it’s always better to be prepared to deal with
them. So what I would like to do in this session is to
discuss about these difficulties and then for you to think
about them and then practice it in the real world. If I
could describe it, compare it to a fire drill. No one likes
for a fire to happen and most often it will not happen,
but when it does happen, one always has to be better
prepared to deal with it. Does that make sense?
Yes, if you put it in that way, it sounds sensible to me.
Ok. Ok so what I would like for us to do is to first talk
about what happens when things go wrong and then
what you could do to deal with such situations so that
you’re better prepared. Alright, so let’s consider that
you are controlling your drinking, which you are doing
right now. That is your plan - to have a controlled
drinking plan. Alright? So say if you were to, for one
occasion... in one situation, you were to drink much
more than what you had planned. Ok? That we would
call a ‘lapse’. A lapse is when you drink much more than
what you had intended to, but for one situation. If you
were to continue to do that over many situations, so if
you were to drink uncontrollably for many situations,
time after time, we would call that a ‘relapse’. So that is
the difference between a lapse and a relapse. Is that
clear?
Yes. If I break my plan once, it’s lapse. If I break my plan
many times, then it’s relapse.
Great. So now that you’ve understood the difference
between a lapse and a relapse, we have to make sure
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that you don’t have a lapse, at all. And in case you do
have a lapse, we need to make sure that it stops there
and it does not turn into a relapse. So for that we need
to identify why the lapse happens in the first place, to
identify triggers, because lapses are most often
associated with triggers. So let me give an example of
what one trigger could be. Say if you’ve met your friend
in the market, and you’ve met him after a long time and
you both start chatting and then suddenly your friend
says, ‘oh, let’s carry this conversation on, let’s go to the
bar’. This puts you in a high-risk situation, because you
were in a situation in which you were talking to your
friend and you were put into a situation where you may
be forced to drink - because it’s daytime and your plan
is not to drink in the day time, you might be forced to
drink in the daytime. And hence you’re in a dilemma in
such a situation. So, what we need to do is to identify
many such high-risk situations and then to work out
what you could do in each of these situations. So, can
we do that?
Yes. Actually, I can think of one. I went with my family
to visit my wife’s brother and then he took me to a
room where he showed me a lovely bottle of whiskey,
which he had brought from [a] foreign country and then
he suggested that we should have a drink when our
wives and children were busy. I felt very bad, but then I
refused, saying ‘no’ because that was the daytime.
Ok, that’s a really good example of a situation that puts
you at high risk and well done for not lapsing. But what
I want to remind you is that such situations will happen
over and over again and it is best that we work out
what could be done in such situations so that you’re
able to better deal with them. You would find that what
we have discussed in our previous sessions would be
rather helpful in such situations, for example, managing
your feelings, managing the urge to drink, saying ‘no’.
Do you think so as well?

Well I can say ‘no’, as suggested by my doctor, not to
drink since I have a liver problem, or I can say that I
don’t drink now.
Ok, that’s a good way of saying it, but now what I want
you to do is to say that out loud and not to yourself. So
what you could do is say it in front of a mirror aloud,
say it when your wife or son are around, practice it with
them. The point that I’m trying to make here is that the
more you practice saying ‘no’, the more likely it’ll be
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that you’ll easily be able to say it, or it’ll come out more
naturally. So, let’s add that to our action plan later and
you could practice how to say it more often as well
then.
Yes, this will be really helpful. And I feel if I can practice
it over and over again, then in case such a situation
arises, then it will be really easy for me to handle it.
Ok. Ok it’s great that we understand each other.
However, it’s important to remember that in spite of all
our efforts, we do slip up sometimes. I know you’re
very committed to controlling your drinking and you’ve
even mentioned to me about saying ‘no’ to your
brother-in-law, or that lovely bottle of whiskey. But in
my experience, I’ve seen that people do slip up, and it’s
best to learn ways in which you can deal with that. We
have spoken about what you can do to get out of highrisk situations and what those situations look like. Now I
would like for us to talk about what you can say to
yourself or do in case you have a slip up. Is that alright?
Yes.
Ok. So what do you think you can say to yourself in a
situation in which you have been drinking
uncontrollably?
I don’t know. Maybe I can say to myself that I mustn’t
allow a small stumble to turn into a catastrophe.
Ok, that’s true and that’s good in case you could say
that to yourself. What I’d want you to also remember is
that in case you do have a lapse, in case you’ve had a
lapse in any particular situation, I want you to contact
me and for us to meet. The main reason for doing so is
to review what has exactly happened and what didn’t
work, and then to plan for the future and see you could
otherwise implement. I know you’ll think that you could
do this by yourself and that you don’t really need to
meet me, but in my experience I feel that it’s better, at
least for the first time that you have had a lapse, to
come and see me. So can you make a promise to me
and tell me that you’ll come and see me in case you do
have a lapse?
Yes, surely. But I don’t have any more appointments
with you.
So if you have a lapse, do telephone me or you can
directly walk in and re-refer yourself in. But before we
stop, I also want to remind you about situations where
a lapse turns into a full relapse. I know that you’re very
determined to control your drinking and this might not
happen with you at all, but in a situation of a lapse
turning into a relapse for you, I still would want you to
either call me up and directly walk in and you can rerefer yourself. Is that fine with you?
Yes, surely.
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